
What’s new in our systems, added features and more

What's
new
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For details: support@pocketlink.co.il

What’s new in the system?
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Some of the features are already active in the solution.
Some features may require billable implementation to implement.
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From now on, the profit level can be 
indicated by a custom defined label (for 
example: low, medium, high), without 
indicating the actual percentage in an 
accurate number.

Determine and show order profitability
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The Item Properties filter screen has been updated, and 
from now on you can search for items according to 
different properties that can be defined and changed 
according to the usage.

Item filter by properties is more efficient 
and convenient

Easy and convenient
filtering option
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The chosen item property filters are displayed 
above the search results,
allowing the Sales Rep to remove at any stage.

New properties view

Easy to spot and 
easy to remove



At the right end of each item line, it is now 
possible to show the line total amount.

Line extended amount
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For each exception approval request from a manager, 
it is now possible to share background info related 
to the request to assist the manager in the decision-
making process.

Approve or not, that is the question
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Share info about when sending 
a price exception request



We’ve redesigned the customer targets value bar on 
the customer screen to make the data more efficient 
and clearer from now on. The new screen shows the 
customer goal amount, expected run rate, and their 
actual achievement rate.

Understand the customer targets
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Data to sell more



Combining the Management 
Console and ASKI LIVE to produce 
one powerful tool

New!
ASKI MT

ASKI MT = Management Console + ASKI LIVE
You are invited to enjoy a completely new user 
interface with a modern user experience, that 
will make you feel comfortable from the get-go.



Latest feature
An advanced ordering portal 
that is developed with the 
latest web technologies.

SELF WEB is a web portal 
that allows your clients to 
order from their desktop.

Increase your revenues
SELFWEB
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What’s new in the system?

Some of the features are already active in the solution.
Some features may require billable implementation to implement.

For details: support@pocketlink.co.il



Route focus + 
details

Add\transfer a stop 
with drag & drop

From now on, a mouse over any route will 
spotlight it and display its info. Also, we added the 
option to add a stop or transfer it between routes 
via simply dragging on the map.

Build the plan directly on map view
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Added the option to remove a stop from a 
route or edit the route details, via a simple 
click and choose.

Edit the plan directly on map view

Edit\Remove a stop 
in a click
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It is now possible to show\hide locked 
routes and to allow focusing on still in-
work routes.

Clear up your plan

Show\Hide locked routes
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In the management menu, choose to setup 
real-time SMS message to the customer every 
time a stop is being skipped.

Automatically notify your customer 
when a visit is skipped
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